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• Research Infrastructures
• Open Science
• Impact of Open Science on Resaerch
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Terminology

e-Infrastructure
The set of ICT services and tools adopted by a research

community in order to carry out its research activities

Data e-infrastructure
“e-Infrastructure” offering services for collection, 

deposition, storage, preservation, access, retrieval, 
analysis/mining/processing, publication, etc. 

Research infrastructure
“System of systems” supporting research communities
with policies, practices, logistics, people, support, and 

ICT services for carrying out science



Enable better science by 
• …building together a common vision of science and facilitating this process

e.g. standards, best practices, policies
• …allowing (groups of) scientists of the same community to seamlessly 

share and re-use their resources
e.g. datasets, methods, algorithms, services, hardware

• …applying economy of scale models to access resources scientists (or 
organizations) alone could not afford

• …constructing new resources as combinations of other shared resources
e.g. workflow as combination of services, new datasets from feeding a service 
with another dataset

Research Infrastructures
Optimal features



e-infrastructures: an high-level architecture

Resource registration

Resource discovery and access

Combining resources: e.g. workflows, dynamic deployment

Virtual Research Environments
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Community Resources of research Groups/Local infrastructures
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provided 
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shared
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Degrees of 
resource

reuse

Resource catalogue

Interoperability: data formats, metadata formats, APIs (standards and best practices)



Known Research Infrastructures

And many more…



Recognizing the need of and factually converging to a common 
understanding of the experimental scientific cycle within the 
community
Interoperation

Standards/best practices for describing datasets
Standards/best practices for exposing processes for re-use
Standards/best practices for combining processes and datasets into 
workflows

Benefits: community building



Open Science



• Scholarly communication is nowadays completely in the hand of big 
Commerical Publishers’ interests and old-fashioned and outdated research
evaluation criteria: research results are closed behind paywalls and subscriptions
that noone can afford (doctors, professionists, SME,…)

• Each Institution pays the research it produces 4 times: salary, research fundings, 
scientific journal subscription to re-buy the research results of its and re-use rights. 

• All this is paid with public money; Single institutions spend millions of euros each
year are for scientific journal subscriptions (instead of being use to do research)

• And do not forget that neither authors and reviewers are paid for the work they do 
to write/revise a scientific article!

Why do we need Open Science?



Researchers perform
peer review for free!



Estimation:10 Billions Dollars 
used for journal subscriptions

That is the money Institutions pay to 
re-buy the article their own 

researchers write!

Schimmer, R., Geschuhn, K. K., & Vogler, A.(2015).Disrupting 
the subscription journals’ business model for the necessary 

large-scale transformation to open access. doi:10.17617/1.3.

https://pure.mpg.de/pubman/faces/ViewItemOverviewPage.jsp?itemId=item_2148961


• Open Science means to open each step of research
• Open Science principles are transparency, riproducibility, collaboration, 

inclusiveness, accessibility, accuracy, re-use
• Open Science steps from the concept that the reseach that is funded with public 

money has to be made available immediately to the community: «»La scienza 
aperta si basa anche sull’idea che la ricerca finanziata con fondi pubblici 
debba essere pubblicamente disponibile: “every EU citizen has the right to 
access and benefit from knowledge produced using public funds” [Neelie Kroes, 
European Commission]

• The European Commission made a clear choice towards Open Science

Open Science: Science the correct way!



Open Science means a broader access to publicly funded research 
results and therefore helps to: 
• build on previous research results (improved quality of results)
• encourage collaboration and avoid duplication of effort (greater 

efficiency)
• speed up innovation (faster progress to market means faster growth)
• involve citizens and society (improved transparency of the scientific 

process).

Open Science: i vantaggi



Open Access 
Publications

Open Access 
Data

Open 
Software

Open 
Metodologies

Open 
Workflows/ProtocolsOpen Education

Open Peer-ReviewCitizen 
Science
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Integrity
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OPEN ACCESS

One of the Pillars of Open 
Science is

To Scientific Publications and 
Research Data



Open Access
«providing online access to 

scientific information (literature 
and data) that is free of charge to 

the end-user and reusable»
Dati, ricerca, territorio: le differenti prospettive del patrimonio culturale. 

Beni comuni per l’Europa del futuro
| Genova | 22 novembre2018



• There are two ways of implementing Open Access to Scientific Literature:
• Green Open Acces: the author, or a representative, archives (deposits) the 

published article or the final peer-reviewed manuscript in an online open 
repository before, at the same time as, or after publication. Some publishers 
request that open access be granted only after an embargo period has elapsed. 

• Gold Open Access: an article is immediately published in open access mode. 
In this model, the payment of publication costs is shifted away from subscribing 
readers; 26% of OA Journals ask for APC (Article Processing Charges) to cover 
editorial expenses.

• To guarantee the reuse of reseearch results, authors may apply open Licenses to 
the deposited version (eg. Creative Commons, which have 4 criteria: BY, SA, NC, 
ND)

Open Access to Scientific Literature

https://creativecommons.it/


• Possible Article Versions:
• PRE-PRINT: your final draft, as it was submitted to the editor (this version does not contain any revision from either

Editor or Revieweers) 
• POST-PRINT or ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT: it is the final version, including the Reviewers comments, which

has the same contents of the article published in the Journal, but does not contain the publisher editing (Journal 
name, volume, number, etc). It is the last version you sent to the editor befor getting an Acceptance notice for 
publication. 

• EDITORIAL or PUBLISHED VERSION: it is the version published by the editor and includes publishing
information and editing (Journal name, volume, number, etc). 

• To learn which is the version you can deposit in green open access in your repository, check the 
SHERPA-RoMEO database.

• To find an Open Access Journal and learn about the applied APC (Article Processing Charges) 
check DOAJ, Directory of Open Access Journals

Deposit in Literature Repository

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
https://doaj.org/


By depositing your articles you allow:
• Free access to knowledge

• Text e data mining, important tools to enhance access to knowledge.
• Public, Open and Transparent tools to knowledge discovery

• Unpaywall (this tool allows to identify an OA version of the paper you are viewing in CrossRef), 
OpenAIRE (discovers and monitors research impact, links research results to project fundings)

• Free access to information for Industry
• SMEs can have access to research results (and can accelerate the time to market by up to two years!)

• Science accelerator: publioshing your results as pre-print, promotes open peer review, and 
accellerates technical publishing period.
• Publish faster & Access faster

Open Access: mandate, ethics or advantage for 
research?

https://unpaywall.org/
http://www.openaire.eu/


• DEPOSIT:
• Data needs to be deposited in a «trusted» repository
• Prefer thematic and discipline specific repository
• DOI or persistent identifiers are needed
• Include rich metadata description relying on Community Standards if available. 

• OPEN ACCESS: data needs to be OPEN
• You can select an embargo period depending on project needs.
• You have to associate a Creative Commons Licence as open as possible to allow re-use: CC0 or CC-BY

• DOCUMENTATION: authors should provide information via the chosen repository about the tools 
available to the beneficiaries that are needed to validate the results, e.g. specialised software or 
software code, algorithms and analysis protocols. Where possible, they should provide these 
instruments themselves.

Open Access to Research Data



A1 (meta)data are retrievable by their 
identifierusinga standardized 

communications protocol.
A1.1 theprotocol isopen, free, and universally 

implementable.
A1.2 theprotocolallows for anauthentication 

and authorization procedure, where necessary.
A2metadata are accessible, even when the 

data are no longer available.

R1. meta(data) have aplurality of accurate 
and relevant attributes.
R1.1. (meta)data are released with aclear 
and accessibledata usage license.
R1.2. (meta)data are associated with 
theirprovenance.
R1.3. (meta)datameet domain-relevant 
community standards.

I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, 
shared, and broadly applicable 
language for knowledge representation.
I2. (meta)data usevocabularies that follow 
FAIR principles.
I3. (meta)data includequalified 
references to other (meta)data.

Findable
F1. (meta)data are assignedaglobally 

unique and eternally persistent identifier.
F2. data are described with richmetadata.

F3. (meta)data are registeredor indexed in a 
searchable resource.

F4. metadataspecify the data identifier.

Interoperable

Accessible

Reusable

FAIR Data

FAIR is not OPEN!



• Publishing Software as a product of science
Citable (attribution)
Re-usable
For reproducibility of science (SoftwareHeritage)

• Software Citation Principles (FORCE11)
FAIR software

Open Access to Research Software



Benefit for researchers: simple rules
Open Access publications get FASTER 

and MORE citations (availability of 
articles)

Publication with related datasets get
FASTER and MORE citations (reliability of 

research)

Published resarch data bring MORE 
citations to the related articles (re-use of 

data brings citation to the article)



@openaire_eu

European Commission and 
Open Access
All projects under Horizon 2020 and next Horizon Europe 
programme



The decision on whether to publish through open access must come after 
the more general decision on whether to publish directly or to first seek 
protection.

All H2020 Beneficiaries

Guidelines to the Rules on Open Access to Scientific Publications and 
Open Access to Research Data in Horizon 2020
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EC Open Access Mandate to Scientific 
Publications
• Open by mandate: each beneficiary must ensure open 

access to all peer-reviewed scientific publications relating 
to its results. 
Embargo period: at most 6 months (12 months for publications in the social sciences 
and humanities). 

• What to Deposit?
• Post Print or Editorial Version (machine-readable electronic copy)
• Metadata must contain project coordination (name of the action, acronym and 

grant number)
• Where to Deposit?
• A repository that is compliant to OpenAIRE guidelines

Open by 
mandate
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EC Open Access Mandate to 
Research Data
• Open by default (“Opt Out” always possible)
• What to Deposit
• the 'underlying data' (the data needed to validate the results presented in 

scientific publications) as soon as possible. Any other data as specified 
and within the deadlines laid down in the DMP 

• Associated Metadata with reference to project fundings
• Where to Deposit?
• In an OpenAIRE compliant Data Repository

• What Else?
• Data Management Plan

As Open As Possible
As Closed As Necessary



Be Aware of Possible
Sanctions!

Grant Reductions or 
Payment Suspension

[Art. 43 of the Annotated
Grant Agreement]





2007 2020OpenAIRE OpenAIREplus OpenAIRE2020                OpenAIRE-Advance

Sept 2018: Non-Profit Legal Entity

Services in support of Open Science publishing

Networking infra 
35 National Open Access 
Desks (EU Members and 

Associated countries)
12 «Research Community 

Open Science Desks»

Technical Infra
17 services for 

publishing, discovery, 
and monitoring

Research 
communities

Researchers (All)

Content providers

Innovators (SMEs)

Research managers
Funders
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Funding

Research

Research Products

Open Repository
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Soon also MIUR
PRIN and SIR 

programmes





Open Science and 
Research

Infrastructures

OpenAIRE @ EOSC | RDA  | Berlin | 23rd March 2018



Open Science publishing principles and waivers

Research
data

Research 
Software

e-infra Tools &
Services

Research
data

Scientific process

Research literature:
Articles, docs, white papers

Open Science
Publishing 
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Scholarly Communication InfrastructureResearch Infrastructures

Publishing of all kinds of research 
products and semantic links in 
between

Publishing packages of 
products to enable 
reproducibility

Publishing an up-to-date record 
of research products metadata 
and links

Enabling 
transparent 
evaluation

Enabling 
reproducibility 



Open Science publishing vision

Research
data

Research 
Software

e-infra Tools & 
Services

Research
data

Scientific process

Research literature:
Articles, docs, white papers
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Scholarly Communication Infrastructure

Repeat, Reproduce,
Reuse, Evaluate

Research Infrastructure

Literature
Repository
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Package
Repository

citation

Other products: 
methods, workflows, 

protocols

Scientists and RI services
Continuous Publishing 
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Provenance: e.g. created by



Open Science publishing
Transparency and reproducibility

Research Infrastructures Scholarly Communication 
infrastructure

Dataset

Method Thematic 
Service

Dataset

Experiment Publishing
the experiment

Input 
Dataset

Input
Method
Output
Dataset

Experiment product

Thematic Service

Parameters

Experiment repo

Research data,
Software,

Workflows,
Publications

Data repo

Method repo

Publications



• Easy sharing and 
dissemination of results

• Re-use of processes

Benefits: better science

Repeat
“same research 
activity, same 

laboratory”

Replicate
“same research 
activity, different 

laboratory” 

Reproduce
“same research 
activity, different 

input parameters”

Re-use
“using a product of a 
research activity into 

another research 
activity”



Benefits: modern scientific 
communication

Literature
(articles)

Datasets

Processes

Research 
Infrastructure

Comprehensive scientific 
reward by citation of any 

research outcome
Improved understanding of 

research outcome

Better research review-
process [repeatability, 

replicability, and 
reproducibility of experiments 

- Goble, 2009]

Effective dissemination and 
re-use of valuable research 

assets

Lower costs of science



European Open 
Science Cloud

(EOSC)



EOSC services in support of Scientific Workflows
A View from the Moon

Compute Networking

Sharing & Discovery Management, Processing 
& Analysis
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EOSC single sign-on

EOSC catalogues of services

EOSC MarketPlace

EOSC portal

Designing and building services in support of 
EOSC management and identity



Recommendations
Whatcan youdo for the goodof 

science?



Open Access 
Repository
A Repository archives the Open Access 
digital objects and makes them available
and downloadable, it is accessible and 
interoperable via OAI-PMH protocol and 
adopts a long term preservation policy

Where to Deposit?
Directory of Open Access 
Repository:
www.opendoar.org

Institutional

Thematic
https://arpi.unipi.it/

http://www.opendoar.org/


• DEPOSIT: data must be deposited in a «trusted» repository
• Zenodo is perfect as it is directly connected (and developed in cooperation with) OpenAIRE
• Better to use a  discipline/thematic repository if available and recognised bv your community
• Search Re3data (www.re3data.org) to find the repository for your discipline
• Write rich metadata possibly relying on your discipline standards (if available)

• OPEN ACCESS
• Data must be FAIR!!

• DOCUMENTATION
• Information about how the dataset was created and how it can be reused should be included

Open Access to Research Data

http://www.re3data.org/


Thank you!
Emma Lazzeri and Paolo Manghi

nome.cognome@isti.cnr.it


